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Abstract: An interesting theory that shows how vacuum can 

determine the end of Deep Space. 

 

Keywords: Deep space.  

1. Introduction 

There are a lot of conspiracies that outer space is infinite. But 

there is an end to outer space since everything that starts has to 

have an end. 

2. Observation 

 
Fig. 1. 

 

With the help of the above picture, I will introduce some new 

concepts towards space theories. 

A. Basic Theories 

We are all aware of our solar system which is inside the 

Milky Way galaxy. It is common to everyone. Also Milky Way 

is not only a galaxy inside our universe together as a whole, 

there are lots of other galaxies inside our universe. 

B. The World beyond Universe 

1) Part I 

We should refer the Universe as a whole from the above 

picture. Now there will be multiple Universe further in deep 

space. Since Technology is not so advance, we cannot prove 

that, but I believe that, as we are taking our Solar System as a 

part of Universe including multiple galaxies, stars, nebulas, 

black hole, the Universe as a whole will be a part of something 

known as Multiverse. 

2) Part II: Multiverse 

The Multiverse contains numerous number of Universe as a 

part of it. So the basic idea is that If we consider the universe as  

 

a solar system if that multiverse, the multiverse as whole will 

be the part of something called as Uno-verse. 

3) Part III: Uno-verse 

The Uno-verse similarly will have multiple Multiverse 

including multiple universe with further division of planets, 

galaxies, stars, as part of ‘one’ Uno-verse. Again, if we consider 

the Multiverse as a Nebula for example (not Solar system this 

time for repetition) for that Uno-verse’s part, the whole Uno-

verse will be a part of something called Verse. 

4) Part IV: Verse 

The Verse will have a different stage than others. Now we 

have good resource of the Deep Space. Till Uno-Verse Gravity, 

Speed, Time, etc. will have existence. But beyond the Multiple 

Uno-verse, when we will enter the Verse, speed, time, gravity 

will slowly have no existence beyond this point. Also like the 

Uno-verse, Verse will also be a part of something which will 

have multiple Verse with Uno-verses, Multiple-Multiverses, 

Multiple Universes, etc., as a whole in it, and I call it Para-

Verse. 

5) Part V: Para Verse - The End 

The Para Verse is the end of all Verses. This region is so 

much extreme that, the pressure of Vacuum will be thrice or 

quadrupled than the speed of light. From this point till 

Parazone-1, there will be no existence of Speed, Time, Gravity, 

etc. What will only exist is mass of an object. 

The Mass of an object will determine whether the object will 

move backwards or forward toward New space region or Back 

space region or it will free fall to opposite Parazone -1 or it can 

be Static, commonly as stationary.  

Now, many of us might think that since Verse is a part of 

Para-verse, can the Para-verse be a part of   similar thing. No, it 

cannot since there will be no existence of speed, time, gravity 

and pressure of vacuum will be thrice or quadrupled than the 

speed of light. 

3. Conclusion 

Thus we come to this conclusion that end of Space can be 

determined with the help of Vacuum and each universe can be 

classified into deeper exploration of the total types of different 

Verses, including Multiple Multiverse, Para- verse, Uno-verse. 
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